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Representing Lives Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Australian literature’s strangest novel, written by its most familiar novelist
The Dutiful Daughter's Guide to Caregiving UPNE
This New York Times Notable memoir of a middle-class, middle-America family is a
“beautiful bouquet of a book” (Entertainment Weekly). They say “a daughter is a daughter
all her life,” and no statement could be truer for Patricia Hampl. Born to a Czech father—an
artistic florist—and a wary Irish mother, Hampl experienced a childhood in St. Paul,
Minnesota, that couldn’t have been more normal, the perfect example of a twentieth century
middle-class, middle-American upbringing. But as she faces the death of her mother, Hampl
reflects on the struggles her parents went through to provide that normal, boring existence,
and her own struggles with fulfilling the role of dutiful daughter as she grew through the
postwar years to the turbulent sixties and couldn’t help wanting to rebel against the notion
of a “relentlessly modest life.” Named a Chicago Tribune Best Book of the Year, The
Florist’s Daughter is Hampl’s most extraordinary work to date—a “quietly stunning”
reminiscence of a Midwestern girlhood, and a reflection on what it means to be a daughter
(People).

Sex, Love, and Letters Oxford University Press
Brimming “with the ebullient Bhagwati’s fierce humanism, seething humor, and change-maker
righteousness,” (Shelf Awareness) a raw, unflinching memoir by a former US Marine Captain
chronicling her journey from dutiful daughter of immigrants to radical activist fighting for historic
policy reform. After a lifetime of buckling to the demands of her strict Indian parents, Anuradha
Bhagwati abandons grad school in the Ivy League to join the Marines—the fiercest, most violent, most
masculine branch of the military—determined to prove herself there in ways she couldn’t before. Yet
once training begins, Anuradha’s GI Jane fantasy is punctured. As a bisexual woman of color in the
military, she faces underestimation at every stage, confronting misogyny, racism, sexual violence, and
astonishing injustice perpetrated by those in power. Pushing herself beyond her limits, she also wrestles
with what drove her to pursue such punishment in the first place. Once her service concludes in 2004,
Anuradha courageously vows to take to task the very leaders and traditions that cast such a dark cloud
over her time in the Marines. Her efforts result in historic change, including the lifting of the ban on
women from pursuing combat roles in the military. “Bhagwati’s fight is both incensing and inspiring”
(Booklist) in this tale of heroic resilience and grapples with the timely question of what, exactly,
America stands for, showing how one woman learned to believe in herself in spite of everything.
Wartime Diary BrightSummaries.com
National Jewish Book Award Winner � Christy Award Finalist A young woman survives the
unthinkable in this stunning and emotionally satisfying tale of family, love, and resilience, set against
the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 CE. Esther dreams of so much more than the marriage her parents
have arranged to a prosperous silversmith. Always curious and eager to explore, she must accept the
burden of being the dutiful daughter. Yet she is torn between her family responsibilities and her own
desires; she longs for the handsome Jacob, even though he treats her like a child, and is confused by
her attraction to the Roman freedman Tiberius, a man who should be her sworn enemy. Meanwhile,
the growing turmoil threatens to tear apart not only her beloved city, Jerusalem, but also her own
family. As the streets turn into a bloody battleground between rebels and Romans, Esther's journey
becomes one of survival. She remains fiercely devoted to her family, and braves famine, siege, and
slavery to protect those she loves. This emotional and impassioned saga, based on real characters and
meticulous research, seamlessly blends the fascinating story of the Jewish people with a timeless
protagonist determined to take charge of her own life against all odds.
Memoirs of a Dutiful Daughter by Simone de Beauvoir (Book Analysis) Farrar, Straus
and Giroux
In The Wine Lover’s Daughter, Anne Fadiman examines—with all her characteristic wit
and feeling—her relationship with her father, Clifton Fadiman, a renowned literary critic,
editor, and radio host whose greatest love was wine. An appreciation of wine—along with
a plummy upper-crust accent, expensive suits, and an encyclopedic knowledge of
Western literature—was an essential element of Clifton Fadiman’s escape from lower-
middle-class Brooklyn to swanky Manhattan. But wine was not just a class-vaulting
accessory; it was an object of ardent desire. The Wine Lover’s Daughter traces the arc
of a man’s infatuation from the glass of cheap Graves he drank in Paris in 1927;
through the Château Lafite-Rothschild 1904 he drank to celebrate his eightieth birthday,
when he and the bottle were exactly the same age; to the wines that sustained him in
his last years, when he was blind but still buoyed, as always, by hedonism. Wine is the
spine of this touching memoir; the life and character of Fadiman’s father, along with her
relationship with him and her own less ardent relationship with wine, are the flesh. The
Wine Lover’s Daughter is a poignant exploration of love, ambition, class, family, and the
pleasures of the palate by one of our finest essayists.
Simone de Beauvoir Anchor
Written from September 1939 to January 1941, Simone de Beauvoir’s Wartime Diary gives
English readers unabridged access to one of the scandalous texts that threaten to overturn
traditional views of Beauvoir’s life and work. Beauvoir’s account of her clandestine affair with
Jacques Bost and sexual relationships with various young women challenges the conventional
picture of Beauvoir as the devoted companion of Jean-Paul Sartre, just as her account of
completing her novel She Came to Stay at a time when Sartre’s philosophy in Being and
Nothingness was barely begun calls into question the traditional view of Beauvoir’s novel as
merely illustrating Sartre’s philosophy. Most important, the Wartime Diary provides an exciting
account of Beauvoir’s philosophical transformation from the prewar solipsism of She Came to
Stay to the postwar political engagement of The Second Sex. This edition also features
previously unpublished material, including her musings about consciousness and order,

recommended reading lists, and notes on labor unions. In providing new insights into
Beauvoir’s philosophical development, the Wartime Diary promises to rewrite a crucial chapter
of Western philosophy and intellectual history.
Don't Say a Word She Writes Press
From the author of the international bestseller The Hidden Child comes a spellbinding
story of impossible love set against the backdrop of the Nazi regime, perfect for fans of
The Nightingale and All the Light We Cannot See. She must choose between loyalty to
her country or a love that could be her destruction… As the dutiful daughter of a high-
ranking Nazi officer, Hetty Heinrich is keen to play her part in the glorious new
Thousand Year Reich. But she never imagines that all she believes and knows will
come into stark conflict when she encounters Walter, a Jewish friend from the past, who
stirs dangerous feelings in her. Confused and conflicted, Hetty doesn’t know whom she
can trust and where she can turn to, especially when she discovers that someone has
been watching her. Realizing she is taking a huge risk—but unable to resist the intense
attraction she has for Walter—she embarks on a secret love affair with him. But as the
rising tide of anti-Semitism threatens to engulf them, Hetty and Walter will be forced to
take extreme measures. Will the steady march of dark forces destroy Hetty’s
universe—or can love ultimately triumph…? Propulsive, deeply affecting, and inspired by
the author’s family history, Daughter of the Reich is a mesmerizing page-turner filled
with vivid characters, a meticulously researched portrait of Nazi Germany, and a
reminder that the past must never be forgotten.
A Girl's Story Random House
When Judith Henry's mother and father became ill in 2007, even her reputation as a pragmatist, a
planner and a dutiful daughter (her father's term) couldn't prepare her for what lay ahead - a long list of
concerns that included navigating an unfamiliar healthcare system, addressing financial and legal
issues, dealing with stress and family dynamics, choosing a rehab center, and ultimately, making
hospice arrangements.Doing what came naturally to her, she captured these experiences on paper -
writing about what worked and what didn't; about finding humor in the oddest places; and the ways in
which the past, present and future often intersect.As Judith looks back at her childhood, and reveals
intimate stories about assisting both her parents years later, she also shares practical suggestions and
critical information on topics every son and daughter should know as their own caregiving journey
begins.
Memoirs of a Not So Dutiful Daughter McClelland & Stewart
Edna and Leo, a perpetually warring, tyrannical pair in their 80s, begin wintering In Mexico,
where they abandon their usual prudence to embrace adventure and a bevy of sketchy new
friends. Soon, Edna adopts a pair of shyster builders whom she trusts over her own architect-
daughter Elizabeth, and a farcical house results. Blithely indifferent to the calamities that result,
the pair refuse all help from their too-compliant only child. Later, following her mother’s sudden
death, Elizabeth’s wise, principled father attempts to fill his late wife’s shoes with a string of
loopy, live-in housekeepers—with privileges, he hopes. Before it is over the Mexican escapade
will bring down the kind of disasters commonly found in pulp fiction. Why can’t Elizabeth stop
any of this from happening? No matter the madness, she cannot confront her parents any
more than she ever could. In the end, the surprising way in which they come undone reveals
just what they spent their lives trying to hide, thereby setting her free. Though unique in its
loony details, Don’t Say A Word! will resonate with beleaguered adult-children everywhere
who will recognize the special misery of watching, helpless, as stubborn, diminished parents
careen precariously toward the end of life.
Letters to Sartre Vintage
Set in Paris on the eve of World War II, the novel draws upon Simone de Beauvoir's
relationship with Jean-Paul Sartre, and the affair that almost destroyed it.
The Prime of Life HarperCollins
"What do Angela Merkel, Hillary Rodham Clinton, Christine Lagarde, Oprah Winfrey, Sheryl Sandberg,
JK Rowling and Beyoncé have in common?" was the headline in the English newspaper The Observer
in 2014. "Other than riding high in Forbes list of the world’s most powerful women," journalist Tracy
McVeigh wrote in answer to her own question, "they are also all firstborn children in their families.
Firstborn children really do excel." So what does it mean to be an eldest daughter? Firstborns Lisette
Schuitemaker and Wies Enthoven set out to discover the big five qualities that characterize all eldest
daughters to some degree. Eldest daughters are responsible, dutiful, thoughtful, expeditious and
caring. Firstborns are more intelligent than their siblings, more proficient verbally and more motivated
to perform. Yet at the same time they seriously doubt that they are good enough. Being an eldest
daughter can have certain advantages, but the overbearing sense of responsibility often gets in the
way. Parents may worry about their ‘difficult’ eldest girl who wants to be perfect in everything she
does whilst her siblings may not always understand her. "The Eldest Daughter Effect" shows how
firstborn girls become who they are and offers insights that can give them more freedom to move. And
parents will gain a better understanding of their firstborn children and can support them more fully on
their way.
She Came to Stay National Geographic Books
RA great thumping triumph of a bookS ("London Telegraph"), this is the first comprehensive
modern biography of Catherine the Great to explore her both as a woman and empress.
Memoirs of a Not So Dutiful Daughter Psychology Press
WINNER OF THE 2022 NOBEL PRIZE IN LITERATURE Another masterpiece of remembering
from Annie Ernaux, the Man Booker International Prize–shortlisted author of The Years. In A
Girl’s Story, Annie Ernaux revisits the season 50 years earlier when she found herself
overpowered by another’s will and desire. In the summer of 1958, 18-year-old Ernaux submits
her will to a man’s, and then he moves on, leaving her without a “master,” bereft. Now, 50
years later, she realizes she can obliterate the intervening years and return to consider this
young woman that she wanted to forget completely. And to discover that here, submerged in
shame, humiliation, and betrayal, but also in self-discovery and self-reliance, lies the origin of
her writing life.
Le Deuxième Sexe Ember
2015-2016 Sarton Story Circle: Memoir Winner 2016-2017 Readers Views Award:
Memoir/Autobiography/Biography Winner, West Pacific Regional Winner 2017
Independent Press Award: Relationships Winner 2017 Northern California Publishers
and Authors Second Place in Book Cover 2017 Northern California Publishers and
Authors Second Place in Memoir 2017 Readers' Favorite Book Award Bronze Winner
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2017 International Book Awards: Autobiography/Memoir Finalist 2016 National Indie
Excellence Awards: Memoir Finalist Everyone has or had a mother. Dr. Virginia A.
Simpson did too. She thought they had a wonderful relationship and had worked out all
of their issues when a life-threatening illness necessitated her mother, Ruth, come live
with her. When her mother moved in, she brought with her all their old issues and during
the six years they lived together, they added more. Although an expert in the field of
death, dying, and bereavement, Virginia often found herself overwhelmed by her
caregiving role as her mother’s health continued to decline. She also felt herself on a
race against time to heal their relationship before her mother died. Described as
“stunning, beautiful, and honest,” The Space Between: A Memoir of Mother-Daughter
Love at the End of Life offers an intimate window into the challenges of being a
caregiving while also providing important information about the realities of end of life
care. The Space Between gives us hope that even the most contentious relationship can
be healed. By the end of Ruth’s life, the only space between Virginia and her mother
was filled with love.
The Wine Lover's Daughter HMH
Finalist for the French-American Florence Gould Translation Prize A novel by the iconic
Simone de Beauvoir of an intense and vivid girlhood friendship that, unpublished in her
lifetime, displays “Beauvoir's genius as a fiction writer”(Wall Street Journal) From the
moment Sylvie and Andrée meet in their Parisian day school, they see in each other an
accomplice with whom to confront the mysteries of girlhood. For the next ten years, the
two are the closest of friends and confidantes as they explore life in a post-World War
One France, and as Andrée becomes increasingly reckless and rebellious, edging
closer to peril. Sylvie, insightful and observant, sees a France of clashing ideals and
religious hypocrisy—and at an early age is determined to form her own opinions. Andrée,
a tempestuous dreamer, is inclined to melodrama and romance. Despite their different
natures they rely on each other to safeguard their secrets while entering adulthood in a
world that did not pay much attention to the wills and desires of young women. Deemed
too intimate to publish during Simone de Beauvoir’s life, Inseparable offers fresh insight
into the groundbreaking feminist’s own coming-of-age; her transformative, tragic
friendship with her childhood friend Zaza Lacoin; and how her youthful relationships
shaped her philosophy. Sandra Smith’s vibrant translation of the novel will be long
cherished by de Beauvoir devotees and first-time readers alike.
Daughter of the Reich Dial Press
Personal memories of the sort her Chatelaine readers adored — a remarkable life story
seen through the window of her relationship with her mother. Every woman’s
relationship with her mother is special. Yet everyone will recognize some parts of
another woman’s story, especially if it is told as honestly and as sensitively as Rona
Maynard tells it here. As a little girl, Maynard soon came to see that her family was not
an ordinary one. Her father, Max, was an artist and an alcoholic. Her mother was
Fredelle Maynard, a brilliant academic who could not get a teaching job because she
was a woman. Instead she became a writer — the author of Raisins and Almonds — and,
above all, a driving, loving, ambitious, overpowering mother. In her shadow (and that of
younger sister Joyce, who went off at eighteen to live with J.D. Salinger) Rona took time
to blossom as a writer and editor in Toronto. This book takes us through her career, step
by step, including the miseries of being accused by her son’s teachers — and her own
mother — of being a bad mother, overly concerned with her own career. Rona’s strong,
direct style will ring true for every working woman. Through the magic of her writing, she
gives a clear-eyed and affectionate account of her relationship with a demanding, loving
mother. I said to my father, "You don’t live here any more. This is Mother’s house, not
yours. It’s time for you to go." My father cursed me. He shook his fist. Then he left and
never came back. —From My Mother’s Daughter
The Space Between Atria Books
Simone de Beauvoir was a prolific writer and feminist, whose name has attracted a
volatile mix of adulation and hostility. This collection of critical responses to a wide range
of Beauvoir's writing explores the changing perceptions of the woman and explores why
her work remains influential today.
Modern Classics Memoirs of a Dutiful Daughter Palgrave Macmillan
Winner of the 2023 Pacific Northwest Book Award. Finalist for the 2023 Lesbian Memoir/Biography
Lambda Literary Award "A nuanced mediation on love, identity, and belonging. This story of survival
radiates with resilience and hope." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) "This openhearted memoir . . .
opens the door to include queer descendants of war survivors into the growing American library of
love.” —Sarah Schulman, author of Let the Record Show When Putsata Reang was eleven months old,
her family fled war-torn Cambodia, spending twenty-three days on an overcrowded navy vessel before
finding sanctuary at an American naval base in the Philippines. Holding what appeared to be a lifeless
baby in her arms, Ma resisted the captain’s orders to throw her bundle overboard. Instead, on landing,
Ma rushed her baby into the arms of American military nurses and doctors, who saved the child's life.
“I had hope, just a little, you were still alive,” Ma would tell Put in an oft-repeated story that became
family legend. Over the years, Put lived to please Ma and make her proud, hustling to repay her life
debt by becoming the consummate good Cambodian daughter, working steadfastly by Ma’s side in the
berry fields each summer and eventually building a successful career as an award-winning journalist.
But Put's adoration and efforts are no match for Ma's expectations. When she comes out to Ma in her
twenties, it's just a phase. When she fails to bring home a Khmer boyfriend, it's because she's not
trying hard enough. When, at the age of forty, Put tells Ma she is finally getting married—to a woman—it
breaks their bond in two. In her startling memoir, Reang explores the long legacy of inherited trauma
and the crushing weight of cultural and filial duty. With rare clarity and lyric wisdom, Ma and Me is a
stunning, deeply moving memoir about love, debt, and duty.
Simone de Beauvoir Simon and Schuster
A superb autobiography by one of the great literary figures of the twentieth century,
Memoirs of a Dutiful Daughter offers an intimate picture of growing up in a bourgeois
French family, rebelling as an adolescent against the conventional expectations of her
class, and striking out on her own with an intellectual and existential ambition
exceedingly rare in a young woman in the 1920s. Simone de Beavoir describes her
early life, from her birth in Paris in 1908 to her student days at the Sorbonne, where she
met Jean-Paul sartre - 'the dream-companion I had longed for since I was fifteen'.
Rebel Daughter HarperCollins
The only child of an electrical engineer and a mother who resented the fact that she'd
never been to university, the broadcaster Jenni Murray grew up in a traditional
household in the 1950s. But instead of becoming the conventional housewife her mother
expected her to be, Jenni opted to forge her own path in both her career and her
personal life. The resulting tensions have lasted as long as she can remember. How,
she has often wondered, could two women be so close, so full of love for each other,
and at the same time so full of hate that they broke each other's hearts? And so Jenni

began her remarkable memoir - and continued to write throughout 2006 as her mother
lay dying, and Jenni struggled to care for her and her beloved father while herself being
treated for breast cancer. Filled with love and laughter, frustration and heartbreak, and
with the courage 'to keep on keeping on' even in the darkest days, it will speak to every
mother and daughter, dutiful or not.
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